First responders need secure, reliable connections within their agency and with mutual aid partners, no matter what device they’re using. They need access to radio communications, even from their mobile devices. With Mutualink Edge IWS, first responders can participate in conversations with their counterparts on radios, share video with command and control and other participants - even interact with other agencies as needed. Mutualink helps you communicate to keep your community safe.

**Voice** – connects incompatible radio systems, PTT apps, mobile phone and landline phones.

**Video** – shares video in real time.

**Data** – shares floor plans and other critical situational information.

**CHALLENGES**

- Effective inter-agency communications
- Safe response based on optimal situational awareness: voice and video
- Barriers and silos between federal, state and local agencies
- Application interoperability

**WHY CHOOSE MUTUALINK EDGE**

- Full multimedia interoperability anywhere, anytime from iPhone and Android mobile devices.
- Secure applications for public safety
- Real-time radio, video and text interoperability for first responder group communications
- Instantly bridges radio (LMR), voice (LTE) and video (VMS) communications.
For better situational awareness, Mutualink Edge IWS enables voice, video and data collaboration within or between agencies for better incident management and daily connection. Secure platform bridges radio and video management systems.

**Incident Management**
- Create incidents based on National Incident Management System (NIMS) approach.
- Comprehensive Interoperability: Mutualink’s Edge IWS for mobile devices includes the full functionality of the Mutualink’s IWS appliances and Edge IWS for desktop and laptop use.
- Manage multiple incidents from one home screen.
- Resource Management: Each incident bar on the home screen helps you keep track of and share text messages, video and data files.
- Real time situational awareness: the audio icon lets you know which incident corresponds to the voice communications you hear.

**Video Sharing**
- Real-time video send and receive.
- Text icon indicates waiting message.
- Audio and text can be managed from the video screen.

**Location Sharing**
- Each incident includes a map view to see participant locations.
- Additional agencies can be invited to incidents from the map.
- Voice and text communication can be managed from the map view.